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ABSTRACT

We use fermionization, defined as a change of variables in the functional integra-
tion, to find chtral determinants of the string integrand in any holomorphically factorizable
metric. In this way we derive and generalize the formulae proposed by Knizhnik and clarify
their relation to those of Eguchi, Ooguri and Verlinde, Verlinde.



An important problem in string physics is the calculation of multi-loop scattering
amplitudes. One of their ingredients is the measure for the bosonic, heterotic and super
string. In the covariant approach for closed strings this is equivalent to the partition
function for compact surfaces with an arbitrary number of handles h. It is natural to
express it in terms of objects inherent to the Riemann surface like ^-functions, holomorphic
differentials, prime forms, etc. The one-loop case was discussed in [l]. From this point of
view the results of modular form analyses which naturally generalize the torus formulae
are the most economic and appealing - the bosonic string integrand is expressed as a
product of 0-constants J2j. Unfortunately, this can only be done for genera up to three
and the extension to the super case is not quite clear. The application of algebraic geometry
(especially the works of Mumford and Faltings) gives an expression for the bosonic measure
for any genus [3j, but in a less explicit form. Its generalization to the super and heterotic
strings is unknown.

More detailed information is provided by the study of the determinants of j -
differentials which comprise the string measure. One way to do this is to start from the
explicit expressions for the Green functions [4]-[6], some of which appear in the mathe-
matical literature [7| under the names Szego, Cauchy and Bergmann reproducing kernels.
They can be used to define the energy-momentum tensor, which in turn gives the vari-
ation of the determinant with respect to the moduli [6], [8]—[12]. Another way is to use
bosonization and relate all determinants to the scalar one plus an explicit formula for
the last [6j,[8],[10],[ll),(13]. In [9] expressions for the chiral determinants which have the
correct gravitational anomaly were proposed. They lead to identities (like the triscecant
one) derived by other methods and to the Manin-Beilinson formula. Furthermore, it was
checked in [14] that for hypereiliptic surfaces (all genus one and two surfaces are of this
kind) Knizhnik formulae [9] reproduce the bosonic measure in the form found in [2].

It should be stressed that due to the Belavin-Knizhnik theorem (15] the string
integrand can be presented either in terms of Laplacians Ay or chiral determinants dy.
The first depend on the moduli and the conformal factor of the metric and so possess
conformal anomaly, while it is believed that the second depend only on the moduli, have
gravitational anomaly and can be related to the Laplacians with the help of the Liouvillc
action:

detAy/detiVydet;V1_y = exp(-^-Si,1-)|detdy|2 e,- - 6/2 - 6j + 1 (1)

where the Laplacian is normalized by the determinants of the scalar products of j and
1 — j zero modes. However, in Ref.[9] the chiral determinants depend on the metric and it
is not clear what their relation is to [10] and [11].

The aim of this paper is to present a derivation of the Knizhnik formulae on
the basis of fermionization and to generalize them to a class of metrics which factorize
holomorphically:

?,7 = <J«W7 (2)

where w, is a meromorphie differential. The results which we find also explain the relation
to the formulae of Ref.[lO] and [11].

It is obvious that g,-, cannot be arbitrary, it must satisfy the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem

f - h) (3)

The choice of a factorizable metric further reduces the class of possible metrics since e.g.
the Arakelov, the Bergmann and the Poincare1 metrics are not of this kind. Nevertheless,
it includes three important cases discussed in [9j-[ll],[l6],[l7[. Since u>x is a 1-differential,
the degree of its divisor is 2(k - 1). The curvature and the Ricci tensor are singular:

and their dependence on the metric has degenerated into a dependence on its zeroes r< and
poles rj. This will be a common phenomenon in the following. Because of (4) factorizable
metrics satisfy (3).

In order to discuss the fermionization procedure we begin by making the choice
[9] u, = f$ where uo is a half-differential with h ~ 1 zeroes, corresponding to an arbitrary
(but fixed) odd characteristic. The partition function for the chiral fermionic system is
(let j > 1):

Zj = j DbDc bfa)... b(zt/) exp j bdccPz (5)

where 6, (c) is a j , (l — j)-differential. We discuss the case k > 1 when b has h zero modes
for j = 1 and N = (2j — \){h — 1) for j > 1. c has one zero mode only for j = 1 and
should be inserted in this case in (5). Following Knizhnik we define:

(6),-= Zj/det kk{

where hk(z) are the aero mode wave functions.

The idea is to make the change of variables

(7)

with ij>, ip being independent ^-differentials, i.e. chiral fermions. The usual treatment is
bosonization (reduction to scalars) but for the chiral (j, 1— j) system this is not convenient
because scalars form a different type - namely (0,0) system. One may try chiral scalars
((1,0) system) but they have h +1 insertions in the partition function. Fermions are most
suitable since they are a special (j, 1 — j) system with j = 1 — j and have no zero modes
for even characteristics and just two for an odd one. It follows from (7) that when j is an
integer i/>, ij> must have the same characteristic as i/o, while for half-integer j , i/;, 4> should
have the characteristic of 6, c.



First of all we notice that the action becomes the chiral fermion one due to
identities of the type zS{z) = 0. Second, detdy possess a gravitational anomaly, In two
dimensions the gravitational and the conformal anomaly are tightly binded and appear or
disappear simultaneously [I8j. In fact under the change z —* z + f(z)

6 det dj = J (8)

This means that the chiral determinant depends on the metric. The functional measure in
(5) is denned with respect to the scalar product of the eigenfunctions bn, cn which contains
the metric. The change of variables (7) leaves this product invariant:

j ^{g"V bnbn = J y/g- 0n0re (9)

In other words the jacobian of the transformation is one. However (7) makes c[z) singular
at the zeroes of UQ - it acquires a pole of order 2j — 1. We must therefore constrain 0
to vanish in these points together with all its derivatuves up to 2j — 2 order to obtain a
regular c. Talcing into account all this we may write

r c -
ZS= / P0P0exp(/ 030)

J J fc=l t = l
(10)

where Q = 2j — 1 and B(ri) is some normalization of the ^-functions to be expressed in
terms of I/Q, i.e. the only ingredient appearing in Eq.(7) (see below).

A similar change of variables was considered in [16] relating vector to scalar fields.
The ^-functions in this reference have bosonic arguments. In our case the nature of the
arguments is fermionic, so we can just write £(0) = 0, etc. Witten has also used relations
like (7) but with a function instead of our differential f0 in order to derive Ward identities
for fermions [19], also finding ^-functions similar to those appearing in Eq.(lO).

We have reduced the partition functions to fermion correlation functions. In
order to evaluate them we multiply both sides of (10) by {detdi)1/2 and notice that the
following identity holds [9],[l2],[20]

detgd^atdetSi.)1/3 = 6e(0) (11)

where e is any even characteristic. Since the gravitational anomaly cancels on the l.h.s.
this is a metric independent equation. We can further evaluate the functional integration
over 0, 0 by means of Eq.(ll) and Wick theorem using Green functions which are also
metric independent. By means of the addition theorem for 5-functions (whose special case
is the triscecant identity) we then find [7],[l0]:

J HH exp( J 050) f[
» 1

r«) n
where w are the abetian differentials and E is the prime form. Formulae (11) and (12) can
be derived in general for any real value of the characteristics for which 6e(0) j= 0. However
the r.h.s. of (12) has a smooth limit also when e becomes odd (we indicate it by t —* o) and
thus defines the correlation function of fermions with odd characteristics. Putting n = 1
to take care of the zero modes according to the definition (5,6) and dividing by the two
zero mode wave functions (normalizing them ELS VQ{Z) = wvdUi0o(ui = 0)) we get

We view Eqs.(ll)-(13) as the metric independent basis upon which the fermionization
rests, and by using them we will derive the other formulae in [9], Thus we come logically
to the combinations used in [9]-[ll]:

Ay = (H)

It was shown in [9] that Ay must be ~(2j - l)2-differential at every r; (this is dictated by
the gravitational anomaly). This allows us to fix the normalization factor B(ri):

A y • = (030) f[ ^{zh)^{zk) f[
J )t=i i=i

(15)

where A = (2/-1)2 . One can check that (15) transforms as required by taking into account
that usual derivatives can be replaced in (15) by covariant ones due to the conditions
i/o('1i) = 0, 02(ry) = 0. One also sees that (15) makes sense, i.e. the number of 0's
matches that of 0's. This is possible because h — 1 is a divisor of N - a consequence of
the Riemann-Roch theorem.

In order to get rid of the derivatives in (15) we take (h — 1) sets of r's : r\ ' with
t = 1,. . . , (h — 1) and Jfc = 1,. . . , (2j — 1). By repeatedly using

we trade the derivatives for the product f| [] J5(rt- , r r ' ) in the denominator. Then

we apply (12) and take r! ' —»i\. We obtain
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n£^-- ff
N h-l

i i n £(*.%
l lt

A - l

n "o('-o
where the characteristic m is the same as that of I/Q for j integer and it is the characteristic
of b,e for half-integer j (see the comment after (7)). One can rewrite the last formula in
the more compact notation, of Kmihnik:

n
(18)

(19)

Thus we finally derived the main formula proposed by Knizhnik. It should be noticed that
the dependence on the metric resides not only in the prime forms and the explicit metric
factors but also in the argument of the 0-function.

The application of the above procedure to the case j = 1 is straightforward. Now
'N = h,l — 2j = —1 and the fermionization of c(z) gives an additional factor of 1/0(2)-1

and an additional insertion of V-i(z) in (18).

We started with the partition function (5) but it is obvious that ferroioniza-
tion works also when there are extra b's and c's, i.e. for correlation functions. For
each 6(c) we get *'oJ~1Vi(i/(J~3jV_i) which is exactly the recipe of Knizhnik. Some-
thing more, the following correspondence rules are true: 0(«)^'(z). ..$(")(*) —> V_rt_i(z),

Next let us work out the general case of a. metric w = v3 where v has P poles
at si and h — 1 + P zeroes at r,-. Because of the gravitational anomaly Ay transforms
as a (2/ — l)2-differential at the poles. Now 6 is in danger of being singular at the poles
and c of being singular at the zeroes. Hence we must introduce more ^-functions in (10):

p
fl S(ip(sk))...S{^'-21(ak)). Repeating the steps that lead to (18) and (19) we find

feat
(J > 1):

h.-1+P Nn pn
m=l

N

m = l

h-l-P- n h-l+Pn ^
Again, m is the characteristic of u for integer 3, and the one of the b, e system for half
integer j . The changes for the j = 1 case and the recipe for the correlation functions remain
as before. Formula (20) is one of the main results of this paper. In order to demonstrate
how it works we choose the metric u> = is* used in [10] and Jll], where i/a has one pole at

h
ro and h zeroes at r,- lying in the Riemann divisor class A = J2 Ti ~ ro- This means that

•=1
the characteristics is even and equal to [°], i.e. in (20) the usual Riemann theta-function
appears for integer j . With the help of (19) we transform (20) into:

t<Jc t = l
1 n $&>

(23)
t = i

These expressions coincide with the formulae of Eguchi-Ooguri and Verlinde and
Verlinde [10] and [ll], up to the definition of <?(z), namely the factor in the square brackets
in the r.h.s. of (23) is different (actually, in Ref. [10] and [11] this factor is never written
explicitly). Since this factor appears with a power of A = (2jT— l)a it cancels in conformalfy
invariant combinations like the string integrand and the difference is therefore irrelavant
in this case.

However, if one insists on the somewhat academic programme of defining chi-
ral determinants per se, this factor is important since it contributes to the gravitational
anomaly. Formulae (2l)-(23) have indeed the correct gravitational anomaly, while a of [10)
and [ll] is defined to be a 0-differential with respect to the r's and so it has no anomaly.
The observation of the authors of the mentioned reference that the number of cr's is pro-
portional to the anomaly coefficient is formally true, but its meaning is unclear to us in this
case. As a final comment on this.point we observe that even if (1) is correct, the extraction
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of the Liouville action does not fulfill its purpose, to strip the chiral determinant off all
metric dependence. In fact, it is clear from (2) that the reference metric, with respect
to which the Liouville factor is defined, cannot be constant everywhere. Our formulae
(21),(22) depend on the metric through Eq.(23), but also because of A, the positron of
the pole and the zeroes of ui, in the argument of the theta-functions. We observe that
the same A appears also in [10] and [ll] final formulae, and that o{z) defined there still
depends on A which appears in the factor expressing its multivaluedness when going round
the bi homology cycles.

Eqs. (21)-(23) can be written for one-pole metric of any even characteristics
[£] simply by switching from 6[%] to fl[™] for j integer and replacing A by the divisor
of the metric. Thus the bosonic string integrand Aj/Af is expressed in terms of an even
^-function when working with the one-pole metric (21)-(23), and in terms of an odd 0-

function when working with the no-pole metric (17)-(l9). Hence Eqs. (21)-(23) are closer
to the formulae of [2] while (17)-(19) yield the Manin-Beilinson formula where the theta
function is of odd characteristics. Furthermore, the results of this paper can also be used
for the construction of the super and heterotic string integrands.

Now let us discuss another interesting case, that is when w, in (2) possesses
2h — 2 simple zeroes (the generalization encompassing additional pairs of poles and zeroes
is easily made). At first sight, since w(z) is 1-differentials, all one can do is relate integer
differentials to 1-differentials and half-integer differentials to ^-differentials, but due to
(11) one ends up with the fermion determinant so that this procedure can again be named
fermionization. Keeping in mind string theories we limit ourselves to j = 2 (b,c) and
j = §(Xif) systems, which are reduced to the j = l{f,<p) system and chiral fermions
respectively by the following change of variables:

=«(*)*(*) (24}

The gravitational anomaly for this metric has a coefficient twice smaller than previously

(—T^) because the zeroes are simple. The poles which may arise in c, £ in (24) are also

simple hence no derivatives of ij> are necessary in the correlations. Thus we obtain:

•kh-1 2H-2n
2 h a

(25)

2Ji-2

fc=L

where the angular brackets mean correlation functions and

(26)

>s a basis of holo-
morphic | , (quadratic) differentials. The gravitino zero modes are forced by the gravi-
tational anomaly to be ^-differentials with respect to r;. Eq.(26) makes sense because
f(zi)... f[zh)'p[fi) absorb the zero modes while the remaining fields couple in pairs. It
resembles an equation for Laplacians in [16],[l7] on punctured surfaces where the ghost
determinant reduces one power of the scalar determinant bringing us to the light-cone
measure. The metric used there is also factoristable but us{z) has poles describing the en-
tering and out-going closed string states in addition to its zeroes describing the handles
(or interactions).

In this aspect (25) is a generalization of (26) for the super case on compact
Riemann surfaces. Of course the chiral determinants depend on the choice of the zero-
mode basis. There is an explicit basis given in Ref.[5]:

fe = 1.. .2fc-2 (27)

b°t{z) = * (

i = l . . . 2/i-3 (28a)

t = l...h (286)

Notice that the gravitino zero modes are 1/2-differentials with respect to rfc. It
can be shown by using the Wick theorem that for this basis

2h-2 2/i-2

»{zt)= nww<iiiK*) n
™ A. A. JL4- ' JL A.

i"=l i=l
Sh—3 3h-3 2h—:

= n «w< n /w n

(29)
i=\ /fc = l

2h-2

The second equation is a generalization of the Green function of 1-differentials, (which is

in fact the global Cauchy reproducing kernel [7],[10]).

Thus, if we choose this basis, formulae (25) and (26) simplify drastically and the
same is true for the string measures. For example, if we additionally choose the super-
Beltrami differentials to be ^-functions, the measure for the sector of the heterotic string
which is relevant for the study of the cosmologkal constant becomes:

10
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1 (det

(31)

where J, = J(z,) is the supercurrent and (Ji ., .̂ 2/>-2}m 's their correlation function, and
we have indicated all the quantities which depend on the spin structure.

This formula can be useful because it puts together in a rather compact way the
factors depending on the characteristic, as the sum over the characteristics is expected to
be essential for obtaining a zero cosmological constant. However, for the general purpose
of evaluating the string measure, formula (20) appears to be more useful, as everything
on the r.h.s. is or can be expressed in terms of 0-functions, prime forms and abelian
differentials, whereas in Eq. (31) the expression for det di in the metric w still remains to
be evaluated.
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